Chapter 3440
The Chinese girl hurriedly said to one of the first responders, “We gave the patient CPR
and defibrillation, and one milligram of epinephrine was injected inside the heart.”
“Please send the patient to the most authoritative cardiovascular class hospital as soon
as possible!”
First aid personnel did not expect that there were two other connoisseurs here, but at
this time, they did not care to ask too much, and hurriedly greeted several people
together to carry Helena on a stretcher.
Morgan with numb hands and feet, but feels that they cannot help, for a time do not
know what to do, can only hurry to call grandfather Zhongquan.
Once the phone call was made, he hurriedly reported the matter to Zhongquan.
When the old man heard about it, his heart thumped, afraid that Helena would die in
China at this time, he hurriedly said to Morgan: “Tell the emergency personnel to send
her directly to the hospital affiliated to the Wade Group.”
“Where there is the best cardiovascular department in the country! We also immediately
rush there!”
Only then did Morgan remember that his own hospital was an authority in this area, and
hurriedly agreed to say to the emergency personnel, “Send her to the Wade Group
Hospital!”
The hospital affiliated to the Wade Group, like the Shangri-La Hotel, was a wholly owned
property of the Wade Family.
Moreover, for the sake of convenience, the Wade family had built both the affiliated
hospital and the Shangri-La Hotel, near their own manor.
From the Shangri-La Hotel, whether it was to the Wade family’s hospital or to the Wade
family’s manor, the distance was very close.

The ambulance raced all the way to the emergency center of the Wade family hospital in
a few minutes’ time.
At the same time, Zhongquan also immediately postponed the time of his relative’s visit,
from 9 o’clock to 9:30.
Then, he took the immediate family members of the family and went to the hospital in a
flash.
The Northern European royal princess had a heart attack in the Wade family, and once
she died, it would have a huge impact on the Wade family’s reputation.
So Zhongquan could only postpone everything for a while and rush over as fast as
possible.
The Wade family, arrived at the hospital almost at the same time as Morgan.
And Zhongquan couldn’t ask about the situation, so he directly asked all the experts in
the cardiovascular department to gather in the resuscitation room to conduct a
comprehensive consultation for Helena.
And at this time, Helena’s condition was getting worse and worse.
After ten minutes, several experts came to a unified conclusion.
Then, the head of the department came out and said to Master Wade: “Master, this
Princess Helena is suffering from severe tetralogy of Fallot and has produced irreversible
heart failure after having used epinephrine.”
“And has reached the point where she can be declared critically ill, so please feel sorry
for your loss.”
Next to him was Morgan, startled and said offhandedly, “How can I mourn? We’re not
even married, and she’s not going to make it?”
The department director nodded and said seriously, “Young master, in Princess Helena’s
case, it is rare for her to live to such an age, the majority of patients with illnesses as
severe as hers will not live to adulthood.”

Morgan swallowed and asked the expert afterward, “Then how long can she still live?”
After pondering for a moment, the department director said seriously, “In my
experience, I estimate that an hour to twelve hours is the most likely, and the best result
is twenty-four hours.”
“Crap!” Morgan burst a foul mouth, said angrily: “This is not fcuking bullshit? A good
living person, will be dead?!”
The department director helplessly said, “In this disease, there is really nothing good for
the time being, even a heart transplant can not solve the problem.”
Morgan felt a burst of reluctance and bad luck, hurriedly looked at Zhongquan, and
asked offhandedly, “Grandpa, what should we do now!”
When Zhongquan heard this, he was also baffled and said offhand, “Director Morris,
organize a team of experts immediately, prepare resuscitation drugs and equipment,
and send Helena to the airport with Morgan!”
Saying that, Zhongquan added: “I’ll have the Concorde ready to take off and wait at the
airport now, you can take off directly to Northern Europe when you arrive, we must send
Helena to her home before she dies, we must not let her die in China!”
Speaking of this, Zhongquan said with a worried face: “If she really dies here, we can’t
get rid of this black spot!”

